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Part I :   

Background-  

The growing presence of Chinese 
investment in the UK and in 

the world  
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Over a period of five years, Chinese companies, state-owned and 
private alike, have increased enormously their investment in the UK 
and their involvement with the UK economy. Since the last visit to the UK by the Chinese President in late 
2015, it is estimated that China and Britain have signed deals worth close to 40 billions pounds in total. 

According to the Chairman of Investment Banking, Asia at Nomura, Zhizhong Yang, “Chinese capital will be 
increasingly active in the global arena. Leading state-owned and private-sector companies in China will step up 
their efforts to acquire assets in developed countries, with a particular focus on brands, products, technology, 
and distribution channels.” 

Mr Yang, as a China expert, also believes that Chinese investment is in transition in the sense that capital is 
flowing  “from traditional sectors suffering from overcapacity and low productivity to new growth engines, 
including health care, education, wealth management, tourism and entertainment, clean tech, and internet-
based businesses.”  

The table below gives a break down of where the Chinese investment in the UK has gone and the number of 
jobs created as a consequence: 

Deal%
££BN/££MN% Jobs%

%% %% %%

BP%–%agreement%to%sell%Liquid%Natural%Gas%to%Huadin%over%20%years% £6.5%billion% %%

Hinkley%Point%C%–%China%to%take%a%33.5%%stake%in%the%power%station%in%

a%joint%venture%with%EDF% £6%billion%

Up%to%25,000%jobs%

(24,100%temporary%

/%900%permanent)%

Oxford%University%–%China%Construction%Bank%(through%subsidiary%

CCBI)%to%help%fund%regenerative%medicine%and%tissue%engineering%

research%with%Oxford%University% £6%billion% %%

Carnival%Plc%–%Agreement%with%China%State%Ship%Building%Company%to%

build%ships% £2.6%billion%

1,600%jobs%created,%

400%safeguarded%

Alexander%Dennis%–%joint%venture%with%BYD%for%200%electric%buses% £2%billion%

2,100%jobs%

safeguarded%

Inmarsat%–%to%supply%fifth%generation%satellite%to%China% £2%billion% %%

Royal%Albert%Docks%–%CITIC%construction%investment%to%redevelop%

Royal%Albert%Docks% £1.7%billion% %%

Rolls`Royce%–%deal%with%Hainan%Airlines%for%20%Trent%700%engines%and%

Total%Care%Package% £1.56%billion% %%

Hualing%–%investment%into%3%regeneration%projects,%Manchester,%

Leeds,%Sheffield% £1.2%billion% %%

Garden%of%ideas%–%MoU%to%establish%‘Garden%of%Ideas’:%£1%billion% £1%billion% 200%jobs%created%

Sinophi%Hospital%–%building%7%hospitals% £800%million% %%

Sanpower%–%acquisition%and%expansion%of%Hamleys% £600%million% 500%jobs%created%

BP%–%ICBCL%third%party%financing%BP’s%fleet%rejuvenation%programme.%

BPs%first%commercial%transaction%with%ICBL% £550%million% %%

!
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International%Hospital%Group%–%hospital%build%with%CREC%
£204%million% %%

York%University%–%a%TV%training%programme%with%China%Culture%

Investment%Group% £200%million% %%

BRE%(UK)%–%partnership%on%green%building%with%Evergrande%Group%

and%Tsinghua%University% £200%million% %%

Beijing%Construction%Engineering%Group%(BCEG)%–%taking%a%21%%stake%

in%a%major%regeneration%project%in%Manchester%city`centre% £200%million% 600%jobs%created%

Sanpower%–%first%3%House%of%Fraser%stores%to%open%in%China% £100%million% %%

Future%TV%and%Distrify%–%Online%distribution%of%film%and%TV%

programmes%in%China%and%internationally% £85%million% %%

Zhong%Project%–%project%to%bring%FDI%to%UK%for%export`oriented%UK%

life%sciences% £100%million% %%

NetDragon%Websoft%inc%–%purchase%of%Promethean%World%plc% £84.8%million% %%

Fosun%Group%–%increased%its%stake%in%Thomas%Cook% £70%million% %%

Cerno%–%to%distribute%medical%imaging%machines%for%use%by%NHS%

trusts% £58%million% %%

Counton%GMS%–%working%with%UK%private%hospitals%to%provide%

specialist%hospital%treatment%for%Chinese%patients%in%the%UK% £57%million% %%

Hainan%Airlines%–%direct%flights%from%Manchester%to%Beijing% %% %%

Geely%–%additional%investment%in%Coventry% £50%million% %%

Aston%Martin%–%MoU%with%China%Equity%to%finance%the%new%electric%

Aston%Martin%Rapide% £50million% %%

China%Dream%Space%–%creation%of%a%2,000sqm%to%incubate%innovative%

companies%at%Canary%Wharf% £50%million% %%

Thomas%Pink%–%deal%with%LongGal%to%act%as%a%franchise%partner%for%

roll%out%of%its%stores%in%China%–%over%5%years% £33%million% %%

Newton%Fund%–%Promoting%UK`China%Joint%Research%Partnership% £20%million% %%

Annie%Barr%International%–%deal%with%TBF%to%provide%training%for%

elderly%care%workers%in%China% £16%million% %%

Kings%College%London%–%contract%with%Nanjing%Health%Bureau%to%train%

nurses%in%Nanjing%and%Jiansu% £10%million% %%

Phynova%–%Xiangxue%investing%in%Phynova%to%develop%herbal%drugs% £5%million% %%

Shanghai%Upper%Biotech%–%working%with%Microtest%to%research%and%

develop%point%of%care%test%technology% £2.4%million% 10%jobs%created%

GlaxoSmithKline%–%a%programme%to%train%7,000%Chinese%medics%over%

three%years.% £2%million% %%

Glasgow%Caledonian%University%–%a%deal%with%Beijing%Health%School%

to%train%nurses% £1%million% %%
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Properties, energy and natural 
resources as well as financial 
services have long been the key 
focuses of the Chinese 
investment in the UK. The 
picture chart below 
demonstrates properties 
Chinese owns in central 
London alone, as well as their 
values. Infrastructure and 
energy is the other big top for 
them. “China (is) to invest over 
£100 billion in UK 
infrastructure by 2025”, 
according to Pinsent Masons, a 
UK international law firm.  
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“Chinese visitor numbers to hit 650,000 by 2020” 
 Savills World Research 

 
According to Savills world research on UK hotels, “China is now the biggest source market for 
outbound tourism overtaking the Americans and Germans with estimates that Chinese outbound 
overnight visits hit 95 million in 2013 (China Outbound Tourism Research Institute, COTRI)” 
 

“George Osborne's announcement in October that Britain will make it easier for Chinese visitors 
to obtain visas is expected to boost numbers significantly. VisitBritain's target, helped by the visa 
improvements and their upcoming marketing campaign, is forecast to attract 650,000 Chinese 

 tourists to the UK per year by 2020.” 
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Entrance of new brands and increased competition with UK 
international brands  

 (Savills world research, UK hotels)
 

 The importance of reputation and branding combined with the anticipated influx in Chinese 
visitors to the UK has buoyed confidence amongst upscale Chinese hoteliers. 
 
In response the number of Chinese and Hong Kong hotel brands in London, all upscale, is 
expected to more than double over the next three years with six new openings (see table below).  

 
While expansion to date has been led by Hong Kong based groups, those from mainland China are 
starting to follow. For example, Wanda Group purchased a development site in Nine Elms close to 
the new Chinese embassy that will include a Wanda operated hotel. This will be the first hotel 

 opening by a mainland Chinese brand in the UK. 
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The new partnership era for 

During President’s Xi’s last visit to our country, it was agreed between him and Cameron that China and 
Britain will build a “global comprehensive strategic partnership” in the 21st century.  

Said President Xi, “I had a productive meeting with Prime Minister Cameron, and we reached an 
important consensus on many issues and agreed to announce here that we will build a global 
comprehensive strategic partnership between our countries in the 21st century, and jointly open up a 
golden era of an enduring, inclusive and mutually beneficial China-U.K. relationship, to create a bright 
future for our relations”. 

During the visit, both parties have signed a number of important inter-governmental and business 
cooperation documents, which include the Hinkley Point nuclear power station with the involvement of 
Chinese companies. “This will be the flagship project of cooperation between our countries in coming 
years and it will lead to more practical cooperation of this kind between the two sides,” said President Xi. 

Here are some of the key points signed as part of the partnership agreement between China 
and Britain, as recorded on press release: 

1. China and the UK commit to building a global comprehensive strategic partnership for the 21st 
century. This visit opens a golden era in China-UK relations featuring enduring, inclusive and 
win-win cooperation. 

2. China and the UK regard each other’s development as providing important opportunities for 
bilateral cooperation. Both sides will enhance bilateral trade and investment, and support 
mutual economic competitiveness and innovation for the benefit of both peoples in the decade 
ahead. 

3. The two sides will increase the frequency, breadth and depth of high-level exchanges to guide 
the development and increase the potential of their bilateral relations. 

4. The two sides stress the importance of bilateral investment in promoting growth and jobs, and 
will continue to expand two-way trade in goods and services.  

5. Both sides have a strong interest in cooperating on each other’s major initiatives, namely 
China’s “Belt and Road” initiative and the UK’s National Infrastructure Plan and the Northern 
Powerhouse. 

6. Both sides welcome London’s active participation in the internationalization of the RMB and 
will continue to grow London’s RMB offshore market. The UK welcomes China’s issuance of a 
sovereign RMB bond in London, the first of its kind outside China. 

7. The two sides will strengthen exchanges in medical and healthcare policies and explore joint 
research and cooperation to tackle the global health challenges including antimicrobial 
resistance. 

8. The UK fully supports China’s deepening comprehensive strategic partnership with the EU in 
line with the China-EU 2020 Strategic Agenda for Cooperation. 

9. China commends the UK for being the first major western country to become a prospective 
founding member of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). 
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Chinese ’  
involvement 
in Brit i sh 
companies 
and their  
merger and 
acquis i t ions 
by sector 
s ince 2010.  
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The fundamentals in Chinese Culture  
 
Although there has been much tie-ups in terms of business deals and M&As between China and 
the UK for the last five year, the Chinese way of thinking and their culture are fundamentally very 
different from the way in which the Western world operates.  
 
Despite to tightening of business relationships, people still say that it can often be difficult to do 
business with the Chinese because of a number of reasons, such as:  
 

 There is the question of trust coming from both parties –English and Chinese are two very 
different languages, the essence of meanings and the intention of a good will often get lost in 
the translations. It is not easy for both sides to build a relationship with such sheer language 
barrier; 

 The way of building a business relationship for Chinese is reasonably different from the way in 
the Western world. Chinese people have a strong preference for ‘going to friends’, or going to 
people they feel that they know, even those might lack a certain expertise. Making your Chinese 
client feel that you can be trusted will get you much further in the long run.  

 Face to face meetings are far more important than any form of electronic or paper 
communication. Whilst the Western world relies much on emails, Chinese people care less 
about them. Some Chinese businesses in the UK still prefer job application by post with a 
picture of you on the CV.  

 Chinese have made plenty of headlines in both good and bad ways, which can confuse those 
who do not have any direct experience with the people. Westerners might find the people 
difficult to decipher or somewhat ‘weird’. When communicating with them, they might not 
have a clue where they stand or how well they are received by the Chinese.  

 
Having heard all these different comments made about the Chinese, it is only fair that the topic of 
culture will be covered in this course. Undeniably, Chinese etiquette and thinking are very 
different and one should not find it easy to understand unless you have spoken to a native on the 
topic in depth. Even amongst the Chinese people themselves there are significant differences in 
characters. For example, Chinese businessmen representing a large state-backed conglomerate think 
and behave very differently from one who is involved in an international business and has some 
experience with the West. On the next page is a simple elaboration of four basic principles on 
which most Chinese business is run.  

Understanding the cultural differences !

Rude    Racist        Secretive   Quiet       Do not mix outside their community 
Untrustworthy      Mysterious      Hard working      Beautiful        Smart       Strange  

Which%one%of%these%words%do%you%associate%Chinese%people%with?%%
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The four key principles on which most 
Chinese business are run 
 
According to a report produced by Dr Ming-Jer Chen at The Darden Graduate School of Business, 
University of Virginia, the following four principles are the fundamental ethical principles one must 
understand in order to have a successful business encounter and relationship with Chinese people. 
As a native Chinese person, I cannot agree more.  
 
1. Global Chinese Business  
Maintaining the essence of ‘Chinese-ness’ is the key here. Chinese business – that of China and 
overseas Chinese – continues to be shaped by a common cultural heritage. Heritage and tradition are 
very important to the Chinese. Overseas Chinese business is less prone to assimilation and blending 
in with foreign business. Respecting and appreciating their heritage is a good start in making an 
impression with your clients.  
 
 
2. Relationship 
Relationship is a very key element in Chinese culture; so much so that Chinese will prioritize 
strengthening a relationship over making a profit, if allowed. Calculating is deemed as a fairly 
negative characteristic for the Chinese. This also explains the hospitable quality in the people. 
Showing hospitality is a good way to impress your Chinese client.  
 
The Chinese dialect Ren zhe ren ye (�	��) concludes their overall view on human 
relationship: The meaning of person (�) is ren (�).The character ren means humanity, or core, or 
seed of a fruit. The character ren is composed of the characters for “two” (�) and “person” (�).  
 
This means no person exists except in relationship to another. 
 
3. Business Family 
A majority of overseas Chinese businesses, public as well as private, are owned and/or managed by 
families. The family business model has become the predominant mode of private enterprise in 
China. 
 
 
4. Balance 
The Chinese language embeds the idea of balancing opposites: 
 
“Threat”+ “opportunities”= “wei-ji” (“crisis”) 
“Spear”+ “shield” = “conflict” 
“Many”+ “few” = “how much” 
“Inside”+ “outside” = “everywhere 
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What is unique about doing business in China? 
 
“China is an emerging market, albeit the world’s largest. Doing business in China requires deep 
local knowledge, and commitment to building relationships with all stakeholders, including the 
government as well as the clients.  Achieving business success in China also requires a 
willingness and an ability to adapt products and practices that are well-established elsewhere to 
local conditions.” 
 

Zhizhong Yang, Chairman of investment banking, Asia, ex Japan and China, Nomura  
 
 
Strategic Challenges 
 
• How is your company strategizing for China’s re-emergence and the imminent global triad? 
 
• How will your company take advantage of the rise of the Chinese middle class? 
 
• Do you have a China (or global Chinese business) strategy? 
 

– What role, if any, will the China market play in your operations? 
– How should you approach the Chinese market? 
– How should you view Chinese enterprises – as competitors, or as potential partners? 

 
Now is the time to cultivate “Chinese DNA” in your organization, in order to compete or 
collaborate with the Chinese. 
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Part I -  Conclusion 
 
Tips on dealing with Chinese clients and some questions to take home: 
 
 

• The way you sell the product and approach your customers is as important as the product itself. 
Strategy execution and product selling demand a great degree of cultural astuteness. 

 
• Conventional economic or utility analysis may be severely limited in a relationship-based society. Be 

willing to take a “leap of faith.” 
 
• China is not a single market. There are significant regional differences across the country. 

understanding the regional differences, where your client’s business originated from, and which part 
of China your client is from shows that you are more knowledgeable about China than the usual 
crowd and that you have a genuine interest in them.  

 
• Look beyond the annual report. Most Chinese companies are not valued by the same measures as their 

Western counterparts. Intangible assets may not be easily evident. 
 
• Equity ownership and corporate control often do not correspond. Social relationships and trust are 

critical to sustained partnerships, and adversity is often a test of the strength of relationships. 
 
• When attempting to understand decision-making within a Chinese business, a family tree may be more 

informative than an organizational chart. You may need to figure out the “story behind the story.” 
 
• Remember, in Chinese the word for crisis – “wei-ji” – combines threat and opportunity. Look 

expansively, and you will find opportunities on both competitive and collaborative fronts. 
 

Dr Ming-Jer Chen at The Darden Graduate School of Business 
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Part II:   

To make a start  on 
understanding Chinese culture:  

Learn the language 
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Part II -  Learning the language  

 

A tailored course for UK customer-facing professionals  

This course is tailored specifically for UK consumer-facing and sales professionals to help them 
grasp basic mandarin and some of the critical concepts in the Chinese culture. It is estimated that 
by the end of the 24-week course, students would feel some level of confidence speaking in simple 
Mandarin and building relationships with Chinese customers. The course is to equip them for a 
market that is to see increasing competition and participation from Chinese investors and skilled 
workers. 

The course focuses predominately on practical use of spoken Mandarin and less on written 
Chinese, because the latter requires training over a longer period of time. Absolute beginners do 
not usually start writing training at the same time as oral training. Written Chinese is 
recommended for those with at least 6 months’ learning experience.  

This course is ideal for complete beginners, designed in such a way to give participants a genuine 
taste of the language without having the pressure to commit to any formal examinations. 
Students, at the end of the 24 weeks, can decide for themselves whether they would like to 
commit to learning in the long term and sitting for public examinations. 

This course focuses on spoken Mandarin and Chinese etiquette applicable in both social and 
business contexts, and specifically in the consumer and professional industry. At the end of the 
course, students should be able to conduct the following conversations in simple phrases    

• Basic greetings with peers and clients  
• Introducing themselves and their services  
• Introducing the company    
• Talking about London  
• Inviting clients to visit 
• Enquiring about places in China  
• Asking business related questions  
• Making simple travel and accommodation arrangement   

 

To break the course down in simple terms, participants will grasp  

• Spoken - entire Pin Yin system (the very foundation of Mandarin)  
• Spoken - circa 150 vocabularies  
• Spoken - circa 150 – 180 Chinese characters  
• Chinese culture  
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Topics covered  

Part%I%Focus:%%Pin%yin,%vocabularies%and%simple%phrases%

1. Week!1:!The!building!blocks!of!the!language:!Pin!Yin!+!the!four!tones!!

2. Week!2:!Pin!Yin!+!relevant!vocabularies!

3. Week!3:!Pin!Yin!+!relevant!vocabularies!!

4. Week!4:!Pin!Yin!+!relevant!vocabularies!!

5. Week%5:%TEST%on%Pin%yin%only!plus!Teaching!on!Pin!Yin!+!relevant!vocabularies!!

6. Week!6:!Pin!Yin!+!relevant!vocabularies!!

7. Weeks!7:!Vocabs!+!Phrase!on!meeting!for!the!first!time!!

8. Weeks!8:!Vocabs!+!Phrase!on!numbers,!date,!time,!period,!year!etc.!!

9. Weeks%9!TEST%on%pinyin%and%vocabs:!Vocabs!+!Phrase!on!Food,!drinks,!cuisines,!shopping!!

10. Weeks!10:!Vocabs+!Phrase!on!metropolitan!cities!in!the!world!and!travelling!overseas!!

11. Weeks!11:!Phrase!on!providing!services!and!selling!your!products!!!!

12. Weeks%12:!Comprehensive!revision!covering!week!1M11!and!TEST%on%all%things%taught%thus%far%

Part%II%Focus:%Conversations%and%business%etiquette%%

13. Weeks!13:!Meet!and!greet!your!client!for!the!first!time!

14. Week!14:!Relevant!questions!and!answers!in!serving!your!hotel!guests!!

15. Week!15:!Festive!greetings!(There!are!many!more!festivals!according!to!the!Chinese!calendar)!

16. Week!16M17:!Introducing!yourself,!you!peers,!your!hotel!and!your!services!!!

17. Week%18!:!Revision%and%test%on%week%13%L%17!!+!teaching!on!giving!directions!

18. Week!19:!Visiting!China,!being!a!guest!and!making!travel!arrangements!

19. Week!20M21!Wining!and!dining!with!your!clients!+!Chinese!dining!etiquette!!

20. Week%22:!Comprehensive!revision%and%test%on%Part%II!!

21. Week!23:!Business!and!social!etiquette!training;!and!the!use!to!Wechat!

22. Week!24:!RoleMplay!performance!and!tips!on!visiting!China!plus!graduation!drinks!!!!
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Tutors’ background 

Eren is a native Mandarin and Cantonese speaker, and spent 
the first 16 years of her life studying and growing up in Hong 
Kong, where she studied Chinese literature and philosophy 
intensively. In 2004, she moved to the UK to receive higher 
education. She spent the first two years in a British private 
boarding school in Surrey, and subsequently attended 
University of Sussex to study a BA in Psychology, followed by an 

MA in Jewish Studies from King’s College London. She graduated in 2012 with a merit.  

With family spanning across Hong Kong, mainland China, Singapore, Malaysia and 
Canada, Eren is able to speak fluent English, Cantonese, Mandarin and a Chinese local 
dialect called Hakka –a dialect now only practiced by an indigenous group of Chinese in 
mainland China. 

Currently, Eren works as a legal recruiter at the Big Bee Search by day, and actively teaches 
Chinese culture and language in her spare time. Outside of work, She is actively engaged in 
all sorts of Western-Asian networking events, and serves the Chinese community in 
London on an ad hoc basis.  

She has a real passion for languages, arts, cultures, and etiquettes. Despite having spent the 
last 12 years in England, and having assimilated into the local customs and way of living, 
Eren remains fascinated by and highly interested in Chines culture and philosophy. Her 
goal is to share what she knows about the culture and the people with those genuinely 
interested. Most of her mature students are working professional in London, who enjoy 
learning Mandarin either for business purposes or as a form of personal development.  

 

Quality teaching  

Eren believes that quality teaching is the key to successful learning. Therefore, each course 
takes no more than 10-12 students and will be conducted in a form of interactive, feedback-
oriented style. Each session lasts for 90 minutes.  

Students who miss classes during the course will have to catch up in their own time by 
means of private tutorial. Students must liaise privately with the tutor. Classes will not slow 
down for absentees.  

!
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Teaching Style  

• Language via culture  

One of the best ways to learn a new language is by understanding the culture and the way in 
which the native speakers think and express themselves. Therefore, during the course, students  
will learn a fair amount about Chinese culture, Chinese people, Chinese etiquettes, which vary 
a great deal from the Western world. To some extent, Chinese culture resonates with some of 
the Near/Middle Eastern cultures, such as Turkish, Lebanese and Moroccan. By understanding 
the cultural roots and the way people think, language comes to light more naturally.  

 

• Friendly and fun approach combined with target and assessment 

Eren adopts a fun and friendly yet focused approach to teaching. She prepares each lesson with 
thoughts and care. Being a target-driven individual, her aim is to teach in a way that at the end 
of each class, students feel confident about what they have learnt. In six months’ time, with 
continuous effort, students will feel that it has been a worthwhile learning experience and 
investment, and feel proud of their own progresses.  

Focus and determination are the key elements in any learning progresses, yet Eren does not 
believe in a high pressure approach as she understands most of her students already have a high 
pressure job during the day, and don’t need a language tutor who makes your life more of a 
living hell. Her background in psychology and having been a foreigner language student once 
herself help her truly understand how students struggle and how best to give her support and 
encouragement.  

 

• Not just teaching but an interactive approach with students  

Eren believes that her purpose is not just to teach the language, but to inspire her students to 
learn, to plant the seed of interest and to make the learning happen more easily. Students on-
going feedback during classes is very important to her, and she adjusts her pace of teaching 
accordingly. To her, the absorption of information is more important than the teaching itself.  

Learning a language is as challenging as it is time-consuming. Eren believes that it takes the 
teacher-student cooperation for this ‘miracle’ to happen. Mandarin is, though difficult, yet very 
learnable as long as you have the right teacher. Students will be given a reasonable amount of 
practice exercises after class to help them progress consistently during the course.   
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Learning materials and assessments    

Course book 

Each student will need a course book designed specially for the purpose of this course, which 
costs £30. This is not included in the fee and can only be purchased via the tutor, as this course 
is designed specifically for UK client-facing professionals 
in several particular industry sectors, and there is not a 
single Chinese study book in the market that exclusively 
tailors for this purpose. Having a course book is vital for 
self-practice outside of classes and for references after the 
course finishes.  

Practice exercises will be included in the course book and 
students will be expected to complete a reasonable 
amount of homework at the end of each class.  

 

Assessments 

There will be regular assessments every 3-6 weeks to help student progress. Each assessment 
takes the form of unseen test and lasts for approximately 30 minutes. The purpose of the 
informal assessments is to prepare students for the comprehensive assessments that happen 
twice during the course. The purpose of the assessments is to track students’ progress and 
help teacher to identify each individual’s strengths and weaknesses, so as to tailor the 
teaching according in order to result in maximum learning. 

As mentioned, this course is not designed for public examinations. Therefore the assessment 
used will not be one of internationally and publicly recognized. Yet it serves the purposes of 
tracking progress in learning Mandarin at a beginner’s level for the service industry. Students 

can also use their assessment results as a point of 
reference should they wish to proceed to further 
study after the course. 

Information on Mandarin international 
examination can be found on the next page. 
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Public examination (as a reference only, not 
the focus of this course)  

HSK(Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi) Test 
 
HSK(Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi) Test aims to assess your ability to understand spoken and 
written Chinese, and consists of six levels: Level 1, 2, 3 (HSK Threshold); Level 4 (HSK Basic); 
Level 5 (HSK Elementary-Intermediate) and Level 6 (HSK Advanced). 
 
Certificates of HSK will be issued to those who have secured the required scores. It is a widely 
used measure of your Chinese level and can be used in universities admissions or job 
applications. 
 
For more information regarding HSK Test, or to register for the HSK Test, please visit: 
http://www.hsk.org.cn/english/Default.aspx 
 
HSK Test Prep Courses are designed based on your actual level and needs. Our one-on-one 
HSK Test Prep courses are divided into 6 levels in accordance with the 6 levels of HSK Test. 
Our HSK Test Prep courses focus on improving your ability in four aspects: speaking, 
listening, reading, and writing. Our professional teachers will select appropriate HSK-related 
materials based on your specific needs and level. We will work around your particular strengths 
and weaknesses to ensure that you will get the best HSK Test score possible. 

 

▪ HSK Level 1-3 (Threshold) 

1. These levels apply to those learners who have taken less than 300 hours of regular 
contemporary Chinese learning (or those with equivalent learning experiences). 
2. Acquire 400-1000 Chinese characters. 
3. Master the most basic HSK grammars. 
4. Prepare to take HSK Test Level 1, 2 and 3. 
 
▪ HSK Level 4 (Basic) 

1. This level applies to those learners who have a basic level of Chinese, and have taken 100 to 
800 hours of regular Chinese learning (or those with equivalent learning experiences). 2. 
Acquire 400-3000 basic Chinese characters. 3. Level A and B in HSK grammar 
requirements. 4. Prepare to take HSK Test Level 4. 
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▪ HSK Level 5 (Elementary-Intermediate) 

This level is for those who are at the elementary or intermediate level in Chinese 
proficiency, i.e. those who have taken 400-2000 regular hours of Chinese courses (or those 
with equivalent learning experiences). 2. Acquire 2000-5000 basic Chinese characters (Level 
A, B and C in HSK Vocabulary). 3. Master Level A, B and C in HSK grammar 
requirements. 4. Prepare to take HSK Test Level 5. 

 

• HSK Level 6 (Advanced) 

This level is designed to measure the Chinese proficiency of those who are proficient in 
Chinese, i.e. who have taken 3000 regular hours or more Chinese learning (or those with 
equivalent learning experiences). 2. Acquire 5000-8000 Chinese characters (Level A, B, C 
and D in HSK Vocabulary). 3. Master Level A, B, C and D in HSK grammar. 4. Prepare to 
take HSK Test Level 6. 
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HSK$Level$
Upon$

Completion$

Characters/Word
s$Upon$Completion$

Language$Ability$Upon$Completion$
Definition$According$to$the$Common$European$Framework$of$

Reference$for$Languages$

HSK%1%

Elementary%

Characters:%178% Can%understand%and%use%familiar%Chinese%everyday%expressions%

and%very%basic%phrases%aimed%at%the%satisfaction%of%needs%of%a%

concrete%type.%Can%introduce%him/herself%and%others%and%can%ask%

and%answer%questions%about%personal%details%such%as%where%he/she%

lives,%people%he/she%knows%and%things%he/she%has.%Can%interact%in%a%

simple%way%provided%the%other%person%talks%slowly%and%clearly%and%is%

prepared%to%help.%

Words:%150%

HSK%2%

Elementary%

with%Honors%

Characters:%349% Can%understand%sentences%and%frequently%used%Chinese%

expressions%related%to%areas%of%most%immediate%relevance%(e.g.%very%

basic%personal%and%family%information,%shopping,%local%geography,%

employment).%Can%communicate%in%simple%and%routine%tasks%

requiring%a%simple%and%direct%exchange%of%information%on%familiar%

and%routine%matters.%Can%describe%in%simple%terms%aspects%of%

his/her%background,%immediate%environment%and%matters%in%areas%

of%immediate%need.%

Words:%300%

HSK%2%to%3%

Characters:%485% Can%understand%and%express%basic%life%topics%clearly%and%

understands%sentence%patterns,%like%forming%a%question,%comparing%

things%or%describing%objects.%
Words:%450%

HSK%3%

Intermediate%

with%Honors%

Characters:%623% Can%understand%the%main%points%of%clear%standard%input%on%

familiar%matters%regularly%encountered%in%work,%school,%leisure,%etc.%

Can%deal%with%most%situations%likely%to%arise%whilst%travelling%in%an%

area%where%the%language%is%spoken.%Can%produce%simple%connected%

text%on%topics%which%are%familiar%or%of%personal%interest.%Can%

describe%experiences%and%events,%dreams,%hopes%&%ambitions%and%

briefly%give%reasons%and%explanations%for%opinions%and%plans.%

Words:%600%

HSK%4%Upper%

Intermediate%

Characters:%1071% Can%understand%the%main%ideas%of%complex%Chinese%text%on%both%

concrete%and%abstract%topics,%including%technical%discussions%in%

his/her%field%of%specialisation.%Can%interact%with%a%degree%of%fluency%

and%spontaneity%that%makes%regular%interaction%with%native%

speakers%quite%possible%without%strain%for%either%party.%Can%produce%

clear,%detailed%text%on%a%wide%range%of%subjects%and%explain%a%

viewpoint%on%a%topical%issue%giving%the%advantages%and%

disadvantages%of%various%options.%

Words:%1200%
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HSK%5%

Advanced%

Characters:%1709% Can%understand%a%wide%range%of%demanding,%longer%mandarin%

texts,%and%recognise%implicit%meaning.%Can%express%him/herself%

fluently%and%spontaneously%without%much%obvious%searching%for%

expressions.%Can%use%language%flexibly%and%effectively%for%social,%

academic%and%professional%purposes.%Can%produce%clear,%well`

structured,%detailed%text%on%complex%subjects,%showing%

controlled%use%of%organisational%patterns,%connectors%and%

cohesive%devices.%

Words:%2500%

HSK%6%

Advanced%

with%Honors%

Characters:%2633% Can%understand%with%ease%virtually%everything%heard%or%read.%

Can%summarise%information%from%different%spoken%and%written%

sources%of%Chinese%language,%reconstructing%arguments%and%

accounts%in%a%coherent%presentation.%Can%express%him/herself%

spontaneously,%very%fluently%and%precisely,%differentiating%finer%

shades%of%meaning%even%in%the%most%complex%situations.%

Words:%5000%

%

%

%
!
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The foundation of Mandarin – the pin yin system 

Hanyu Pinyin is the official system to transcribe Mandarin Chinese sounds into the Roman 
alphabet. It was invented in 1950s, and adopted as a standard in mainland China in 1958.  

Pinyin is used for several purposes, such as teaching Chinese, transcribing names and places 
into the roman alphabet, and used as an input method for typing Chinese characters. 

Pinyin is not the only system devised to transcribe Chinese sounds into roman letters. An 
older system called Wade-Giles was used in the first half of the 20th century, and it has left its 
mark on the English language. For instance, �� is romanized as "kungfu" in Wade-Giles, 
but "gongfu" in Pinyin. Also, �� (the capital of China) was in the past romanized as 
"Peking", but is "Beijing" in Pinyin. It is a common misconception that the city changed 
names, but the sound never changed, only how we spell the sound with letter. 

The tables below list all the possible combinations of initials and finals in order produce a 
sound in Mandarin. A sound can be represented by a character, which combines to form a 
word, or a meaning. Some character has a meaning, or an essence on its own. But mostly, 
each word, or a vocab, or meaning is composed of several characters put together in a certain 
sequence.  

This course will start with teaching of pinyin. By the end of it, students should learn all the 
sounds, and combinations in the following tables, which will help them read and achieve 
perfect pronunciation as they progress through Mandarin learning.  

 
Initial sound Final sound Final sound 

b baw a ah ao ow 

p paw o aw en un 

m maw e uh ie yeh 

n nuh i ee in een 

l luh u oo ing eeng 

h huh ü yoo uo waw 
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Initial sound Final sound 

d duh ei ay 

t tuh ou oh 

g guh an ahn 

k kuh iou(iu) you 

f faw ang ahng 

 eng ung 

iao yaow 

 
Initial sound Final sound 

zh jir -i ee/uh 

ch chir ai i 

sh shir uai why 

r rj ong oong 

 
initial sound final sound final sound 

j gee ia ya üe yweh 

q chee ian yan uei / ui way 

x she iang yahng uen / un un 

 üan ywan 

 
initial sound final sound final sound 

z dzuh -i ee / uh ua wa 

c tsuh er ar uan won 

s suh iong yoong uang wahng 

 ün yewn 
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Fee structure and teaching timetable 

Fee 

Course total number of hours amounts to 36 hours. Each session lasts for 90 minutes, at the cost of £300 
per session. The full fee amounts to £7,200 + VAT, payable two weeks prior to the official start date of the 
course. Course books are not included. Each student must have a course book to attend classes, which can be 
purchased at £30.00 each.   

The maximum number of students per course is capped at 12-14 to ensure quality learning and that tutor is 
on top of every single student’s progress and be familiar with their obstacles. Each student will get an equal 
amount of attention from the tutor.  

Absentees must liaise with tutor directly in their own time in order to catch up on what they have missed at 
an extra course. This is available at a cost of £65/90 minutes.  

In the case where more than 14 individuals employees have shown interest in the course, multiple courses can 
be purchased and run during the same or a similar period of time at different hours and days of the week. It 
is advised that all courses should start at roughly the same period of time within a company.  

 

Teaching timetable  

Official starting time of the course is negotiable directly with the tutor, preferably in the first week of a 
month. Classes take place once a week at the same time, on the same day, at the same venue.  

 

Course Break/ Half term/ Holiday period  

In the event where companies request break(s) in the middle of the course, for example, for reasons of half 
term, the break date(s) must be agreed prior to signing of the teaching agreement. Date(s) once confirmed 
cannot be changed. There cannot be more than three breaks for each course.  

There will be no classes should they fall on any public holidays. 

The End  


